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QUESTION 1

Exhibit. 

A developer created a JavaScript function as a part of a Lightning web component (LWC) that surfaces information...
about leads by imperatively calling getFetchLeadList when certain criteria are met. 

What are these changes the developer should implement in the Apex class above to ensure the LWC can displ... data
efficiently while preserving security? 

Choose 3 answers 

A. Annotate the Apex method with gAuraEnabled-

B. Annotate the Apex method with 8AuraEnabl (Cacheable-true). 

C. Use the WITH SECURITY_ENFORCED clause within the SOQL query. 

D. Implement the with sharing keyword in the class declaration. 

E. Implement the without sharing keyword in the class declaration. 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 2

What is a consideration when using bind variables with dynamic SOQL? (Choose two.) 

A. Dynamic SOQL cannot reference fields on bind variables 

B. Dynamic SOQL cannot use bind variables 

C. Bind variables must be public or global 

D. Bind variables must be in local scope 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

Consider the following code snippet: 
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A developer created the following test class to provide the proper code coverage for the snippet above: 

However, when the test runs, no data is returned and the assertion fails. 

Which edit should the developer make to ensure the test class runs successfully? 

A. Enclose the method call within Test. startTest () and Test , stop Test () 

B. Implement the seeAllData=true attribute in the @isTest annotation. 

C. Implement the without sharing keyword in the searchfeature Apex class. 

D. Implement the setFixedSearchResults method in the test class. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

When should you use the "transient" property on variables? 

A. Variables that you want transmitted as part of the view state. Static variables also don\\'t get transmitted 

B. Variables that you don\\'t want transmitted as part of the view state. Static variables also don\\'t get transmitted 

C. Static variables that you want transmitted as part of the view state to save space 

D. Large variables in order to save space 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which statement is true regarding the use of user input as part of a dynamic SOQL query? 

A. Free text input should not be allowed, to avoid SOQL injection 

B. The String.format() method should be used to prevent injection 

C. Quotes should be escaped to protect against SOQL injection 

D. The string should be URL encoded by the input form to prevent errors 

Correct Answer: C 
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